AGREEMENT
Regarding the Use of Film Material Belonging to the Museum of Ethnography



Under the present agreement, the Museum of Ethnography grants the Customer/User permission to use films, film clips, or copies belonging to the Museum as indicated herein in the manner described below.  
	
	Customer:

Name/name of workplace or company

Address:

Telephone number:					E-mail address:

Tax number:

2. Film/clip to be used:
Title
Inv. no.
Type of copy
Clip timecode    (from/to)





















    3. Manner of use:
- education, scientific purposes
- one-time public showing (cinema, fair, professional showing, or other event serving commercial or advertising purposes)
- projection on TV
- continuous use (exhibition, event, etc. where the material serves commercial or advertising purposes)
- adaptation
- distribution

    4. Time and place of use:
- Exact description of manner of public use:  (address, place, and time of performance, projection, etc.):

- Company name and address of organising person/institution:

- Title of show/program:

- Producer/publisher:

- Place and time show/program is aired / released / made public and number of copies involved:   


     5. Fee for use of the films/clips named in this agreement:                                 HUF+VAT
The customer shall be obliged to remit the user’s fee to the Museum of Ethnography either to the cashier, during cashier hours, or via transfer to the Museum of Ethnography bank account (account number 10032000-01425145-00000000) within 20 banking days of receipt of invoice.  
The customer shall be obliged to pay the above fee even if the film/clip in question is not published.

    
5. Terms of showing:
	The customer shall be liable for upholding the terms of lending, and use of the Film and Video Collection, and agrees to use the material only as described under the present agreement.
	The customer shall indicate within the program, at the event, or in the medium in which the film/clips are used that the material in question belongs to the Film and Video Collection of the Museum of Ethnography, in the manner described below:

- at a public showing:  the beginning and end of the film shall include a credit to this effect; in the event a clip is shown, either the beginning or the end of the film includes a credit to this effect, and a credit is also included in the accompanying printed program.
- television showing:  where an entire film is shown, reference is made either at the beginning, or at the end of the film; in the event a clip is shown, a credit shall appear during the clip.  For clips exceeding a length of 1 continuous minute, the film shall indicate both the title of the clip and the name of the individual to whom it is attributed.
- during an exhibition, event, etc., for complete films, a credit shall be included at the beginning and end of the film; for a clip, indication shall be made via a sign placed adjacent to the projection device.
- For adaptations of the films of the Museum of Ethnography, or use in other films or multimedia programs, indication that the material in question has been taken from the Film and Video Collection of the Museum of Etnography must be made either at the end of the film or at the point where the makers of the program are named.  For clips exceeding a length of 1 continuous minute, for each film, the title of the clip and names of its makers must also be indicated.
- Where digital copies are used, the user must preserve the Museum of Ethnography logo appearing on the copy.
	Unless otherwise specified above, permission to use a film/clip of the Museum of Ethnography shall pertain to use on a single occasion only.
	The customer agrees to repeat payment of the user’s fee for each subsequent use of the material.
	In the event of adaptation or broadcast of the film/clip, the customer shall be obliged to provide the Museum of Ethnography with one copy, in the same format as the original master copy of the work that includes the film/clip, within one month of the date the work appears.



Budapest, 



………..…………………………..			…………………………………
    User				            	Museum of Ethnography
(authorised corporate signature)								





